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especially on the ripple frequency
occurring on the LED drivers’ output,
which is typically twice the input. This
result is important because an LED’s
light output correlates closely with the
driver’s output waveform.
Approximately two-thirds of the
103 products tested for this white
paper demonstrated a driver output
frequency of either 100Hz or 120Hz,
depending on the connected AC line’s
frequency. Roughly a quarter of tested
products had drivers producing a
smooth, filtered DC output, regardless of input-voltage frequency, and
less than 8% had outputs between
120Hz and 10kHz. A combined average
of 70% of the products operating at
either 100Hz or 120Hz had acceptable
percent-flicker ratings. In comparison,
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all products with DC driver output fea-
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tured a percent flicker of 10% or less.
What can luminaire designers do to
ensure their products produce minimal
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flicker? Cree’s researchers offer sev-
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its output to filter out the AC ripple
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component. One caveat: this strategy
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could result in decreased system reli-
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ability, especially if low-quality capaci-
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tors are used.

column-mounted fixtures uplight the vaulted

 If a commercially available, off-the-

ceiling, and a single, medium-beam downlight
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accentuates the column. The new LED sources

check for those with minimal ripple

not only reduced energy costs and the need for
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regular maintenance, but also ensured a long
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lasting, and more visually consistent installation,

 Flickering can also result from

according to dpa.

incompatibility with attached dimming

For more on the project, visit the SSL Interac-

and control circuitry; be sure to specify

tive section of architecturalssl.com, and specifi-

and verify that other system compo-

cally the “Topics at the Front” tab.•

nents are compatible and working
correctly. Also, investigate loose wiring
and other interconnection issues.
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ABOVE: Built in 1042, the crypts beneath Guild Hall are the largest medieval crypts in London. They also house the
remains of a Roman amphitheater below the floor. The East Crypt is considered to be one of the earliest and finest
examples of its kind. Currently used an events venue, lighting had to be functional, but also highlight the architecture.
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